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Abstract: In this paper we use the polynomial splines-based nonparametric transfer function method to study how river flow is affected by multiple factors. The highly nonlinear relationship between river flow and the independent variables (the transfer function) is modeled using polynomial spline, and the noise term assumed to follow a parametric Autoregressive (AR) model. The transfer function is modeled jointly with the AR parameters. Because of its flexibility, spline functions are ideal for modeling highly nonlinear relationships with unknown functional forms; by modeling the noise explicitly, the correlation in the data is removed so the transfer function can be estimated more efficiently. Additionally, the estimated AR parameters can be used to improve the forecasting performance. The proposed polynomial splines-based estimator is also highly computationally efficient. A comparison of the results show that the performance of this model is better than some widely accepted benchmark models.
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1 Introduction

In this paper we consider a new method to model relationships between ‘output’ and ‘input’ time series. This is a problem that plays an important role in our endeavor of forecasting and control. As a result, extensive research has been conducted in this area. For example, the linear transfer function model (Box and Jenkins, 1976) has been extensively used in practice and proven successful in many applications. However, in practice we often encounter nonlinear relationships that cannot be well approximated by linear models. Consequently, many nonlinear parametric models are introduced (Chen and Tsay, 1996; Tong, 1990; Haggan and Ozaki, 1981; Engel, 1982; Bollerslev, 1986). One problem with nonlinear parametric model is, beyond the linear domain there are infinitely many candidate nonlinear functions, so it is usually difficult to justify the explicit parametric functional forms a priori. To avoid the subjectivity in selecting the parametric models, researchers adopt the principle of “letting the data speak for themselves” and use nonparametric smoothing methods to model nonlinear time series (Robinson, 1983; Auestad and Tjøstheim, 1990; Lewis and Stevens, 1991; Masry, 1996a&b; Fan and Gilbels, 1996; Smith, Wong, and Kohn, 1998). To overcome the ‘curse of dimensionality’, various specially structured nonparametric models have been proposed, including the functional-coefficient autoregressive (FAR) model (Chen and Tsay, 1993a; Cai, Fan and Yao, 2000), the nonlinear additive autoregressive model (Chen and Tsay, 1993b), the adaptive functional-coefficient model (Ichimura, 1993; Xia and Li, 1999; Fan, Yao and Cai, 2003), the single index model (e.g., Härdle, Hall, and Ichimura, 1993; Carroll, Fan, Gijbels, and Wand, 1997; Newey and Stoker, 1993; Heckman, Ichimura, Smith, and Todd, 1998; Xia, Tong, Li, and Zhu, 2002) and the partially linear models (Härdle, Liang and Gao, 2000). The literature about nonlinear and nonparametric time series analysis is extensive, reviews can be found in Tjøstheim (1994), Härdle, Lütkepohl and Chen (1997) and Fan and Yao (2003).

In this paper we consider the following relationship between two time series:

\[ Y_t = f(X_t) + \epsilon_t, \]  

(1)

where \( f(\cdot) \) is an unknown and smooth function, \( \{X_t, \epsilon_t\} \) are jointly strictly stationary. Recently Xiao, Linton, Carroll and Mammen (2003), Su and Ullah (2006), and Liu, Chen and Yao (2007) developed methods to estimate the transfer function efficiently. In the studies local polynomial is used to model the transfer function \( f(\cdot) \) and established that by modeling the serial correlation in the noise, \( f(\cdot) \) can be estimated at the usual rate of convergence as if \( \epsilon_t \) is iid. The above methods differs mainly in the treatment of the noise \( \epsilon_t \). Xiao, et al. (2003) assumes the noise...
is a general linear process and approximates it by an AR process whose order is allowed to grow to infinity. Su and Ullah (2006) assumes the noise is a finite-order nonparametric AR process. Liu, Chen and Yao (2009) models the noise explicitly with an ARMA model. The above methods are all local polynomial-based therefore are computationally intensive. As a result they may be difficult to apply in certain practical situations, for example, it may require a very long time to generate multiple step ahead forecast by simulation. By modeling the transfer function $f(.)$ nonparametrically, the model is flexible therefore can be used to model nonlinear relationship of unknown functional forms. By modeling the polynomial spline is included. The estimation method in the data is removed so $f(.)$ can be estimated more efficiently. Additionally, the explicit correlation structure can be used to improve the forecasting performance.

This paper is organized as follows. In section 2, the model is introduced and a short introduction of polynomial spline is included. The estimation method is introduced in section 3. The proposed procedures are applied to forecast river flow and the results are presented in section 4. Section 5 contains summary and discussion.

2 The model

In this paper we make the assumption that $\{\varepsilon_t\}$ in model (1) follows a strictly stationary AR($p$) process, $\varepsilon_t = \sum_{i=1}^{p} \phi_i \varepsilon_{t-i} + \varepsilon_t$. So model (1) can be rewritten as

$$Y_t = f(X_t) + \frac{\varepsilon_t}{\sum_{i=1}^{p} \phi_i B^i},$$

where $B$ is the back-shift operator, $B^iX_t = X_{t-i}$, $\{\varepsilon_t\}$ is a sequence of independent random variables with mean 0 and standard deviation $\sigma$. Note that the assumption of AR($p$) noise is mainly for the convenience of discussion, the idea presented in this paper can be extended to more general structures of the noise, such as the ARMA($p, q$) model. We also assume that $\{X_t\}$ and $\{\varepsilon_t\}$ are independent. Our interest is in estimating both $f(.)$ and the AR parameters.

In this paper we use polynomials to model the transfer function $f$. Polynomial splines are piecewise polynomials defined on disjoint partitions of the support of $X$, with the pieces joining smoothly at a set of interior points (the knots). Precisely, a polynomial spline of degree $m$ defined on an interval $X$ with knot sequence $\lambda = \{0, 1, \ldots, k+1\}$ is a function consisting of pieces of polynomials of degree $m$ on each of the intervals $[i, i+1)$, $i = 0, \ldots, k$, and $[k, k+1]$, where $0$ and $k+1$ are the end points of $X$. Given knot sequence $\lambda$ and degree $m$, the collection of spline functions form a function space spanned by basis functions. Commonly used basis functions include the well-known truncated power basis, which is the set of functions $\{1, x, \ldots, x^n, (x - 1)^m, (x - k)^m\}$, where $(x)^m \equiv (x_+)^m$, the dimension of the spline function space is given by $K = m + k + 1$. B-spline is often used to develop the asymptotic properties because of its nice theoretical properties (for details please see de Boor, 2001; Schumaker, 1981), but the result does not depend on the choice of the basis functions. Denote a set of basis functions as $\{B_j(.)\}_{j=1}^{K}$, using the polynomial spline to approximate the transfer function $f(.)$ in (2), $f(X_t) \approx \sum_{i=1}^{K} a_i B_i(X_t)$, after “pre-whitening” the noise $\varepsilon_t$, we have the following regression model

$$Y_t \approx \sum_{i=1}^{p} \phi_i Y_{t-i} + \sum_{j=1}^{K} a_j [B_j(X_t) \sum_{i=1}^{p} \phi_i B_j(X_{t-i})] + \varepsilon_t,$$

the estimation of the unknown parameters are estimated by solving the following optimization problem

$$\text{arg}_{a_j, \phi} \min \sum_{t=1}^{n} \left\{Y_t \sum_{i=1}^{p} \phi_i Y_{t-i} + \sum_{j=1}^{K} a_j [B_j(X_t) \sum_{i=1}^{p} \phi_i B_j(X_{t-i})] \right\}^2.$$

3 Estimation methodology

The optimization of (4) can be carried out by standard nonlinear optimization methods. In this paper we consider the following iterative estimation algorithm, which is equivalent to the commonly used nonlinear optimization methods, such as the Gauss-Newton method. This algorithm allows us to investigate the estimators individually, which makes the discussion of the asymptotic properties more convenient.

1. Obtain preliminary estimates $\tilde{a}_i, i = 1, \ldots, K$, which are the solutions of

$$\text{arg}_{a_i} \min \sum_{t=1}^{n} \left\{Y_t \sum_{i=1}^{K} a_i B_i(X_t) \right\}^2,$$

a preliminary estimate of $f$ is given by $\hat{f}(x) = \sum_{i=1}^{K} \tilde{a}_i B_i(x)$.

2. For given $a_j$, $j = 1, \ldots, K$, obtain $\hat{\phi}_1, \ldots, \hat{\phi}_p$ by solving

$$\text{arg}_{\phi_i} \min \sum_{t=1}^{n} \left\{Y_t \sum_{i=1}^{p} \phi_i Y_{t-i} \right\}^2.$$
of this river is that there is a glacier in its drainage area, so we expect that the temperature effect on river flow is more than melting snow. Tong et. al. (1985) used the threshold autoregressive model (TAR) to analyze this data set. Chen and Tsay (1993b) used it as an example of the nonlinear additive ARX model (NAARX). For more detailed information of the data, see Tong, et.al. (1985).

To apply the proposed approach, we first check the stationarity of the data. The sample ACF and PACF of $Y_t$ show indications of non-stationarity, (Figure 1), however the result of Augmented Dickey-Fuller (ADF) test rejects the hypothesis that a unit root exists. Similar analysis shows that the exogenous variables $X_t$ and $Z_t$ are stationary. The details of the ADF tests are omitted to save space. To obtain some rough idea about the candidate variables of the model, as an initial step of model identification, we estimated the linear transfer function weights using the linear transfer function method (Liu, 1982). The estimated linear transfer function weights are plotted against the lags in Figure 2, with the 95% confidence band plotted in the dashed lines. The estimated transfer function weights suggest the following variables are good candidates of the model: \{X_t, X_{t-1}, X_{t-2}, X_{t-3}, X_{t-4}, Z_t, Z_{t-1}, Z_{t-6}\}. However, without any restriction, a nonparametric model containing all the above variables is difficult to estimate because of the curse of dimensionality.

To overcome this problem, we consider an additive
prior knots and spline degree $m$ is in the interval $[1, \text{int}(5m^{1/(2m+3)})]$, where the upper limit is a multiple of the theoretical optimum number of knots (Huang, 2003). We consider linear, quadratic and cubic splines, $(m = 1, 2, 3, \text{respectively})$. The values $k$ and $m$ that minimizes BIC=$\log(MSE) + \log(n)[1+(k+m)(d_x+d_z)]/n$ is the optimal number of knots, where $d_x$ and $d_z$ are the number of lags in $X_t$ and $Z_t$, respectively. The results suggest a linear spline model with $k = 1$. Similar to the case of $Y_t$, the sample ACF and PACF of the partial residual $\tilde{e}_t$ show indications of nonstationarity, however the ADF test results again reject the existence of a unit root. As a result, an AR(4) model is selected using the BIC criterion, the sample PACF (Figure 3) also suggests such a model. Based on the above preliminary information about the underlying model, we refine the model by selecting the knots locations to minimize the residual sum of squares. The results show that $Z_t$ and $Z_{t-1}$ have such large knots that beyond these knots there are only a few observations, this indicates that their effects are essentially linear, also, $X_{t-4}$ and $Z_{t-6}$ are found to be not significant. As a result, the model simplifies further to

$$Y_t = c + \sum_{i=0}^{3} [a_{i1}X_{t-i} + a_{i2}(X_{t-i})^+] + \frac{1}{\sum_{i=1}^{4} \phi_i B^i} \sum_{j=0}^{1} b_{j}Z_{t-j}.$$

The optimized knots are -1.3, 0.5, 0.2, and -0.2 for $X_t$, $X_{t-1}$, $X_{t-2}$, and $X_{t-3}$, respectively, and the estimated parameters and their stand deviations are given in Table 1. The sample ACF show that the residual series is roughly “white”, the plots are omitted. To put the performance of the proposed NPTF model in perspective, we consider two models that were used to analyze the same data set. The first model is the TAR model used by Tong, et.al.(1985, page 658),

$$Y_t = c_1 + (1,6)Y_t + (0,5)Z_t + (0,3)X_t + e_{1t}, \text{ if } X_t \leq 2$$

$$= c_2 + (1,8)Y_t + (0,7)Z_t$$

Figure 2: The estimated linear transfer function weights model

$$Y_t = \sum_{i=0}^{4} f_i(X_{t-i}) + g_0(Z_t) + g_1(Z_{t-1})$$

$$+ g_0(Z_{t-6}) + e_t,$$

where each additive component is approximated by regression spline. The truncated power basis is used in the spline approximation. To simplify discussion, we assume that the orders and the number of knots of the spline functions are the same, thus the model can be written as

$$Y_t = a_0 + \sum_{i=0}^{4} \left[ \sum_{j=1}^{k} a_{ij}X_{t-i}^j + \sum_{r=1}^{m} a_{ir}(X_{t-i} - r)_{+}^k \right]$$

$$+ \sum_{i=0}^{1} \left[ \sum_{j=1}^{k} b_{ij}Z_{t-i}^j + \sum_{r=1}^{m} b_{ir}(Z_{t-i} - r)_{+}^k \right] + e_t.$$

We further assume that the knots are placed on the percentile points so that there are the equal number of observations between any two adjacent knots. A grid search is conducted to determine the number of interior knots $k$ and spline degree $m$. In the grid search $k$ is in the interval $[1, \text{int}(5m^{1/(2m+3)})]$, where the upper limit is a multiple of the theoretical optimum number of knots (Huang, 2003). We consider linear, quadratic and cubic splines, $(m = 1, 2, 3, \text{respectively})$. The values $k$ and $m$ that minimizes BIC=$\log(MSE) + \log(n)[1+(k+m)(d_x+d_z)]/n$ is the optimal number of knots, where $d_x$ and $d_z$ are the number of lags in $X_t$ and $Z_t$, respectively. The results suggest a linear spline model with $k = 1$. Similar to the case of $Y_t$, the sample ACF and PACF of the partial residual $\tilde{e}_t$ show indications of nonstationarity, however the ADF test results again reject the existence of a unit root. As a result, an AR(4) model is selected using the BIC criterion, the sample PACF (Figure 3) also suggests such a model. Based on the above preliminary information about the underlying model, we refine the model by selecting the knots locations to minimize the residual sum of squares. The results show that $Z_t$ and $Z_{t-1}$ have such large knots that beyond these knots there are only a few observations, this indicates that their effects are essentially linear, also, $X_{t-4}$ and $Z_{t-6}$ are found to be not significant. As a result, the model simplifies further to

$$Y_t = c + \sum_{i=0}^{3} [a_{i1}X_{t-i} + a_{i2}(X_{t-i})^+]$$

$$+ \frac{1}{\sum_{i=1}^{4} \phi_i B^i} \sum_{j=0}^{1} b_{j}Z_{t-j}.$$

The optimized knots are -1.3, 0.5, 0.2, and -0.2 for $X_t$, $X_{t-1}$, $X_{t-2}$, and $X_{t-3}$, respectively, and the estimated parameters and their stand deviations are given in Table 1. The sample ACF show that the residual series is roughly “white”, the plots are omitted. To put the performance of the proposed NPTF model in perspective, we consider two models that were used to analyze the same data set. The first model is the TAR model used by Tong, et.al.(1985, page 658),

$$Y_t = c_1 + (1,6)Y_t + (0,5)Z_t + (0,3)X_t + e_{1t}, \text{ if } X_t \leq 2$$

$$= c_2 + (1,8)Y_t + (0,7)Z_t.$$

Figure 3: Sample ACF and PACF of the preliminary residual $\tilde{e}_t$
The second model is the NARRX model used by Chen and Tsay (1993b),

\[ Y_t = c + \phi_{11} Y_{t-1} + \phi_{12} Y_{t-2} + \phi_{13} Y_{t-3} + \phi_{14} Y_{t-4} + \beta_1 Z_t + \beta_2 Z_{t-1} + \omega_{11} X_{t-1} + \omega_{12} X_{t-2} + \omega_{13} X_{t-3} + \omega_{14} X_{t-4} + \epsilon_t \]  

(6)

where \( Y_{t-1}, \ldots, Y_{t-6} \) are included in the model, other terms are similarly defined.

The residual variances of the NPTF model, together with the residual variances of the NAARX and the TAR (Chen and Tsay 1993b) are shown in the last row of Table 2. We can see while the within-sample performance of NPTF, NAARX and TAR are similar, the NPTF model has the smallest residual variance in the three models. Although the NPTF model uses two more parameters than the NAARX model, it is still preferred by the AIC criterion. It is interesting to see that the NPTF model (5) and the NAARX model reveals similar features of the underlying process, for example, in both models piecewise linear functions are found to well describe the relationship between temperature and river flow; in both models the precipitation effect is linear. The main difference is that in the NPTF model (5) an AR model is used to model the noise to account for the serial correlation, while in the NAARX model lags of \( Y_t \) is used.

To study the forecasting performance of the proposed model, we consider the following post-sample forecast scheme: model (5) is re-estimated using the first two years of data, one-step to 12-step ahead post-sample forecasts are conducted using the data of the third year. This forecasting scheme is similar to the one used in Chen and Tsay (1993b), the main difference is that in Chen and Tsay (1993b), actual observations of \( X_t, Z_t \) and their lags are used in the forecasts, while here the forecast values are used. Two simple AR(1) models are found appropriate for this purpose:

\[ X_t = \phi_x X_{t-1} + a_{1t} \]

and

\[ Z_t = c_0 + \phi_z Z_{t-1} + a_{2t} \]

The mean squared errors (MSE) are calculated and shown in Table 2 under “NPTF”. For the purpose of comparison we produce the forecasts using the aforementioned NAARX model (7) and the TAR model (6) under the same setting and report the MSE in Table 2.

The results in Table 2 show that the forecast MSE of the nonparametric transfer function (NPTF) model are consistently smaller than those of the NARRX model and the TAR model. In this example, the proposed NPTF model performances well in both within-sample and post-sample, this shows the good potential of the NPTF model in analyzing nonlinear time series data.

### 5 Summary and Discussion

In this paper we introduce the regression spline-based nonparametric transfer function model. This method is flexible and ideal for modeling highly nonlinear relationships between time series. Efficient estimation of the transfer function model is achieved by incorporating the serial correlation in the noise. Compared with the local polynomial-based methods, the explicit functional form of polynomial splines makes estimation much less intensive computationally. This model is used to model river flow based on temperature and precipitation and found successful when compared with widely-accepted nonlinear parametric models.
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